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What’s in it for you? 

Record market capitalisation of top 100 banks 

• Western European (+12.8% QoQ) and U.S. banks (+15.4% QoQ) led the global 

top 100 banks to a strong overall TSR performance in a bullish market. 

• U.S. banks were able to widen the P/B ratio gap to their Western European 

peers again, despite solid further improvements by the latter (+0.08x QoQ).   

ECB might start rate-cutting earlier than the U.S. Fed 

• In Q1 24, inflation in Western Europe fell more than expected to 2.8%, while in 

the U.S. it remained sticky at 3.2% instead of the previously expected 2.9%.   

• The special assessment by the U.S. FDIC to cover the rescue costs of the after-

math of Silicon Valley Bank’s collapse caused record-low Q4 23 U.S. ROEs. 

CRE in turmoil and vulnerability of Western European banks  

• High interest rates, “New Work”, and the rise of e-commerce cause significant 

turbulences in certain asset classes of the commercial real-estate (CRE) market. 

• What does this mean for banks that are active in these areas? How exposed 

and susceptible are Western European banks towards increased risks in CRE 

and how significant do we expect the impacts to be?  
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Global top 100 banks start 2024 with record market capitalisation 

The unabated technology boom and the strong U.S. economy ensured that global capital markets contin-
ued to soar in Q1 24 (MSCI World market cap. +10.5% QoQ, TSR +11.5% QoQ). For the global top 100 banks, 
the year started even better than 2023 had ended: at EUR 6.4 bn, they recorded their highest market 
capitalisation to date (+9.0% QoQ). While all markets performed excellently, this was again most notably 
due to U.S. banks, whose TSR performance of +15.4% QoQ was driven by the resilient U.S. economy and 
the Fed’s signal to cut interest rates later in 2024 (Western Europe: +12.8% QoQ; BRICS: +6.5% QoQ). 
Even the threat of a commercial real estate (CRE) crisis did not slow down the further rise of global top 100 
banks – see this issue’s special topic on current CRE market dynamics and their effects on banks.  

 

• Despite a continuation of the positive P/B ratio trend of Western European banks (+0.08x QoQ to 0.81x 
– best P/B ratio since Q2 18), the gap to U.S. peers (+0.15x QoQ to 1.38x) has widened for the second 
consecutive quarter. BRICS banks also recorded a P/B ratio increase of +0.03x QoQ to 0.67x. 

• Due to the continuing AI boom and the expected increases in productivity, the technology sector ex-
hibited the best TSR performance (+15.0% QoQ) in an industry sector comparison for the fourth time 
in the past five quarters. Bringing up the rear is the real estate sector, which has been hit particularly 
hard by the prospect of delayed interest rate cuts (+1.3% QoQ). 

• UniCredit is the top performer among Western European banks (TSR +43.2%) in Q1 24 after report-
ing an unexpectedly high record profit of EUR 8.6 bn for 2023 and the plans to give all the money to 
its shareholders. From 2024 onwards, UniCredit aims to pay a dividend of 90% of total profits. Reporting 
profits below the previous year’s quarter, DNB ranks last among the major European banks while also 
being the only institution with a negative TSR performance (-4.6% QoQ). 

Market capitalisation of top 100 banks (EoQ, in EUR tr)1) P/B ratio of global top 100 banks and MSCI World2) 

TSR of industry sectors worldwide (01/2024–03/2024, in %)3) Top/lowest TSR performance among Western European  

banks (12/2023–03/2024, in %) 

 

Top performers Country TSR 

 UNICREDIT SPA   Italy 43.2  

 BANCO BILBAO   Spain  34.2  

 CAIXABANK  Spain  29.1  

 NATWEST GROUP  United Kingdom 28.5  

 INTESA SANPAOLO  Italy 27.2  

      

   

Low performers Country TSR 

 DNB BANK  Norway -4.6  

 NORDEA  Finland 1.5  

 UBS GROUP  Switzerland 1.6  

 HSBC  United Kingdom 2.8  

 SOCIETE GENERALE  France  3.3  

 

Western Europe: euro area, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, UK; BRICS: Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa (BRICS+ is not yet available as an aggregate on 

Bloomberg, so we will stick with BRICS for now); 1) The “global top 100 banks” contain the largest banks by market cap. on Dec. 31, 2023 – they have a market share of 

75–80% compared to all banks (according to Bloomberg definition). Figures are in EUR; 2) P/B ratio: price-to-book ratio, calc. as harmonic mean; 3) Total shareholder 

return (TSR) of industry sectors other than banking based on global sector total return indices. Avg. TSR of global top 100 banks weighted by the market cap. of each 

bank. TSR and market cap in EUR; Sources: Bloomberg, Refinitiv Datastream, zeb.research 
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Markets expect ECB to start rate-cutting cycle before the U.S. Fed 

While the economic outlook for Western Europe has hardly changed recently, the prospects for Germany 
have once again deteriorated. After zero growth was initially forecast for the first half of 2024, analysts 
now expect two consecutive quarters of negative GDP growth for Germany (Q1 24f: -0.3%; Q2 24f: 
-0.3%). In contrast, the forecasts for the U.S. have improved significantly. After predicting 2.2% GDP 
growth for Q1 24 in the previous quarter, analysts now expect a growth rate of 3.0%. At the same time, infla-
tion turns out to be stickier in the U.S., so that forecasts for Q1 24 have recently been revised from 2.9% to 
3.2%. By contrast, inflation fell more sharply than expected in Western Europe and Germany in Q1 24, 
meaning that the target value of 2% will probably be reached within the first half of 2025 as opposed to the 
U.S. Against this backdrop, the ECB might start cutting interest rates before the U.S. Fed.    

• In Q1 24, inflation further decreased in Western Europe and Germany, reaching levels of 2.8% YoY 
and 2.7% YoY, respectively. While U.S. inflation remained at 3.2% YoY compared to the previous quarter, 
the BRICS are likely to exhibit a lower-than-expected inflation rate in Q1 24 with 1.8% YoY. 

• After the yield curves in both the euro area and the U.S. had shifted downwards in the previous quarter, 
the hawkish communication from both Fed and ECB now showed an effect by causing the reverse shift 
in Q1 24. Especially in the U.S., early interest rate cuts seem unlikely considering persistent infla-
tion and a strong economy. Consequently, medium- to long-term interest rates have risen more 
sharply in the U.S. than in the eurozone, with 1-year rates increasing by 28bp and 19bp, respectively. 

• After the EUR/CHF exchange rate fell to a record low of 0.93 in the previous quarter, it recovered some-
what in Q1 24 and rose to 0.97, which is partly due to the Swiss National Bank having stopped reducing 
its balance sheet and already having started to cut rates at their March 21, 2024 meeting. 

Money and capital market rates (in %) 

GDP growth (real GDP, year-over-year rates, in %)1) Inflation rate (CPI, year-over-year rates, in %)1) 

 

FX rates (EUR/CHF, EUR/GBP, EUR/USD) 

 

Western Europe: euro area, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, UK; BRICS: Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa (BRICS+ is not yet available as an aggregate on 

Bloomberg, so we will stick with BRICS for now); 1) Forecasts based on Bloomberg composite forecasts; Sources: Bloomberg, Refinitiv Datastream, zeb.research 
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After three extremely strong quarters in 2023, Western European and U.S. banks ended the year with 
significantly higher cost-income ratios and a decline in profitability – in the U.S. this decline was a 
dramatic -5.6%p YoY drop to an unprecedented ROE of 5.2% in Q4 23. The special assessment by the U.S. 
FDIC to cover the rescue costs of the aftermath of Silicon Valley Bank’s collapse was due in Q4 23 and pri-
marily paid by large U.S. banks. FDIC estimated that 70% of the decrease in the net income of commercial 
banks and savings institutions was caused by “specific, nonrecurring, noninterest expenses at large banks, 
which include the special assessment, but also goodwill impairments, legal, reorganization and other one-
time costs”. In addition, U.S. bank Truist Financial – also part of the top 100 sample – reported a USD 6.1 
bn non-cash goodwill impairment charge in addition to a USD 0.5 bn FDIC special assessment charge, cu-
mulating in a net income loss of USD 5.2 bn in Q4 23 alone. Excluding Truist Financial and Citigroup 
(which also reported a net income loss), the ROE of U.S. banks still would only have been a mere 8.4%. 

 

• While Western European banks again managed to increase their total revenues by +13.9% YoY, in 
Q4 24 their costs also skyrocketed by +24.3% YoY, resulting in a considerably higher CIR of 65.4% 
for the quarter (+5.5%p YoY). The prior surge in inflation finds its way into the cost base of banks, bonus 
pools were increased due to the stellar year 2023 and banks often book one-offs in Q4. The average CIR 
of U.S. banks even increased by +10.0%p YoY to 75.6% as revenues declined by -5.6% YoY and costs 
increased by 8.8% YoY (CIR of BRICS banks: +3.7%p YoY to 44.2%). 

• Considering CRE market developments in the U.S. (see chapter 3), it is no wonder that U.S. banks 
increased their loan loss provisions in Q4 24 by +8bp QoQ (Western European banks: +1bp QoQ, BRICS: 
-9bp QoQ). Overall, global top 100 banks did not utilise 2023 windfall profits to boost provisioning. 

• With the prospect of interest rate cuts by the ECB and a stable long-term outlook, deposit products and 
long-term financing products are starting to see first small reductions in customer interest rates. 

ROE after tax of global top 100 banks (in %)1) Cost-income ratio of global top 100 banks (in %)2) 

Loan loss provisions of global top 100 banks (in %)3) 

 

Customer interest rates in the euro area (new business, in %) 

 

Q4 23 data not yet available; Western Europe: euro area, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, UK; BRICS: Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa (BRICS+ is not yet 

available as an aggregate on Bloomberg, so we will stick with BRICS for now.); Figures excluding UBS (extreme outlier values from negative goodwill in Q2 23 related to 

the acquisiton of Credit Suisse); 1) Post-tax ROE (return on equity): post-tax profit to average total equity, annualised values; 2) Cost-income ratio: operating expenses 

to total income, annualised values; 3) Loan loss provisions to average total assets, annualised values; Sources: ECB, Fitch Connect, Refinitiv Datastream, zeb.research 
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Special topic: CRE in turmoil and vulnerability of W. European banks 

Since the autumn of 2023, alarming reports from various financial newspapers have kept appearing. Ac-
cording to these reports, vacant office spaces in the U.S. are expected to lead affected banks into a real es-
tate crisis, unlike anything the financial world has experienced since 2008. However, a closer analy-
sis reveals a more complex situation in which the proclaimed crisis appears to be milder and more 
concentrated. In the following discussion, we will firstly examine the spheres of influence of the post-
pandemic way of working, the continuous rise of e-commerce, and the overarching, rapidly changing in-
terest rate landscape on the different asset classes in the CRE business and accordingly what this 
means for banks that are active in these business areas. Secondly, we will take a detailed look at Euro-
pean banking markets’ exposure and susceptibility towards increased risks in CRE and, finally, deep-
dive into the vulnerability of Western European banks in the global top 100 sample.  

 
The development of interest rates (see figure 1) immediately affects all asset classes. The recent surge 
in interest rates above 3% for both the U.S. dollar and the euro makes financing CRE activities and refi-
nancing existing loans more expensive, posing financial challenges for borrowers and consequently in-
creasing the risk of default for banks. When considering European transaction volumes in the retail 
and office asset classes (see figure 2), a clear inverse relationship to the interest rate curve in figure 1 
becomes apparent. The relative increases and decreases are similar in both types of real estate highlight-
ing the overarching impact that interest rates have on all asset classes. 

However, longer-term structural trends also come into play, affecting individual asset classes. 
Firstly, since the beginning of the pandemic in 2020, the trend towards higher rates of remote work 
(“New Work”) has intensified. This phenomenon is much more widespread in the U.S. than in Europe. 

Figure 1: Interest rate development since the global financial 

crisis, 10Y Swaps (03/2007–03/2024, in %) 

Figure 2: Transaction volumes in Europe by asset class (2007–

2023, in EUR bn) 

Figure 3: CRE share in total loans, NPL share in CRE portfolio, 

coverage ratio, total CRE exposure by country (June 23, in %)1) 

Figure 4: CRE share in total loans, NPL share in CRE portfolio, 

coverage ratio, total CRE exposure by bank (June 23, in %)1) 

1) All ECB-supervised banks that are part of the EBA Transparency Exercise are taken into account according to their respective country of domicile / Coverage ratio: 

accumulated impairment to gross carrying amount of non-performing loans; Sources: EBA, ECB, Morgan Stanley analyst reports (2024), Refinitiv Datastream, zeb.research 
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Consequently, compared to the already high 2019 pre-pandemic level of 13%, office vacancies in the U.S. 
increased by approximately 60% to 21% by 2023 (Europe: +60% from 5% to 8%). American cities with 
particularly expensive and exclusive office locations (e.g. San Francisco, New York, etc.) even exhibit va-
cancy rates of over 30%. Secondly, the retail sector is affected, suffering from the rapid e-commerce 
boom. The pandemic also acted as an exacerbating factor here, with U.S. e-commerce sales increasing by 
almost 80% (Europe: +60%). Traditional stores potentially struggle to keep up with this trend and some 
may even face bankruptcy. Cumulated, rising vacancy rates in office and retail spaces lead to rental 
losses for owners, potentially putting them in financial distress and making it difficult to service 
debts, ultimately resulting in a decline in value for banks. Finally, the remaining asset classes in the 
CRE business (e.g. industry, logistics, hospitality, and residential apartments) have so far remained 
significantly less affected by the outlined structural drivers – there are even some positive effects, such 
as fewer vacancies in the logistics sector due to the rise of e-commerce or a strong recovery in tourism. 

Knowing which CRE classes and regions are most affected, namely office and retail in the U.S., we turn to 
European banking markets and single financial institutions and their overall susceptibility towards in-
creasing risks in the CRE business. Figure 3 displays the set of deterministic factors for European 
banking markets that can be deferred from the EBA transparency exercise (TE) 2023 (all figures represent 
June 2023 bank-level data) and are crucial indicators for assessing how affected banks may be in case of a 
widespread CRE crisis: the coverage ratio1, the proportion of non-performing CRE2 loans, and the CRE 
share in total lending. While the Nordic countries, and Sweden foremost, display high total CRE shares 
and are therefore potentially highly impacted, they also have extremely low NPL quotas, indicating that 
general economic resilience is very high and a devastating fallout is unlikely. In contrast, the vul-
nerability of Southern European institutions appears to be elevated as their NPL quotas are much 
higher due to their sovereign debt crisis driven legacy portfolios, but the total effects would be much 
more manageable as their overall CRE share is low. On aggregate, German credit institutions look 
most susceptible with a relatively high CRE share of around 15%, a modest NPL quota of around 2.2%, a 
low coverage ratio of ~45% and the second highest total CRE exposure value. This assessment is com-
pounded when considering the Q4 2023 EBA Risk Dashboard numbers released on April 04, 2024. Ag-
gregate CRE NPL quotas of German banks increased significantly by 150bp from Jun. 2023 to Dec. 
2023 (AT: +180bp, FR: +40bp), while they even decreased in Italy (-70bp) and remained (fairly) stable in 
Sweden (+0bp) and Denmark (+10bp). 

Examining individual Western European banks of our global top 100 sample in figure 4, the conspic-
uous features of Southern European and Nordic bank aggregates (see figure 3), show up again on an indi-
vidual level. Going beyond our sample and including two German mortgage banks, pbb and AarealBank, 
we can identify two institutions that are significantly more vulnerable to CRE market disruptions 
than our sample banks. Both are monoliners that can only diversify risk through the choice of region and 
CRE asset classes they are active in. Vulnerability is evidenced by CRE shares above 65%, NPL quotas over 
4% and coverage ratios below 50%. Notably, and as outlined above, the exact CRE asset classes and re-
gions in which a given bank is active play a crucial role – at least for the vulnerability assessment of 
the currently observable market turbulences. Investor relation reports of individual banks suggest that 
most Western European top 100 banks have a very limited U.S. Office/Retail exposure in relation to 
their total loan book. Again, pbb and AarealBank are different in this regard with ~8% and ~11%, respec-
tively – indicating a significant challenge in coping with current market conditions. This also explains 
why overall capital market and rating agencies’ reactions have been relatively relaxed when considering 
the Western European top 100 banks. pbb, AarealBank and also New York Community Bank, however, have 
seen significant drops in their capital market valuations and most notably have been downrated by rating 
agencies (pbb: BBB+ to BBB- / AarealBank: BBB+ to BBB / NYCB: BBB to BBB-).  

Overall, we do not see an increased structural risk that could lead to a financial crisis similar to the one 
in 2007/8. Even in case of moderate spillover effects to European CRE markets, most European institu-
tions would likely be able to absorb expected losses through excess profitability. For a handful of 
institutions, such a scenario could imply manageable capital impacts as well – but we do not see cre-
ditworthiness at risk. Of course, sound risk management, state-of-the-art portfolio analysis capabilities, 
risk diversification, solid capital buffers and good customer relations are prerequisites for success.  

 
1 Accumulated impairment in relation to the non-performing loan volume in the CRE portfolio. 

2 “L – Real estate activities” out of “loans and advances to non-financial corporations other than held for trading”. 
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About zeb.market.flash 

Compact. Competent. Independent.  
Every quarter, zeb.market.flash provides an overview of the performance of the world’s largest banks (meas-
ured by market capitalisation). The relevant factors are briefly and concisely described, analysed and clas-
sified by our experts. For our analyses, we take a close look at relevant indicators for the valuation of the 
capital market, such as stock returns, as well as macroeconomic and bank-specific drivers. These include 
return on equity, yield curves, or growth of the gross domestic product.  

One focus is on the performance of the top banks in Europe in our sample. How does their development 
compare to that of the largest banks worldwide? Which European bank shows a particularly good, which a 
particularly weak capital market performance? What could be the reason for this? In addition, each issue 
deals in detail with a currently particularly relevant special topic in the industry. 

Our background knowledge from 30 years of financial service consulting rounds off these assessments. This 
gives you an exclusive and compact insight into the global banking market. The zeb.market.flash is availa-
ble on our websites and sent free of charge as a newsletter to all interested parties.   

Disclaimer 

All data and calculations of this issue are based on the date of April 4, 2024. The global top 100 banks cluster 
contains the largest banks by market capitalisation on December 31, 2023 and is updated on an annual basis. 
Data is subject to ongoing quality assessment. As a consequence, minor adjustments could be applied to 
historical data as well as forecasts shown in previous issues of the zeb.market.flash. No representations, 
warranties or undertakings are given as to the accuracy or completeness of data contained in the zeb.mar-
ket.flash. 

The zeb.market.flash is not suitable for addressing the particular circumstances of any individual case and 
is not intended to be used as a basis for commercial decisions or decisions of any other kind. zeb is not, by 
means of this zeb.market.flash, rendering professional advice or services. zeb shall not be responsible for 
any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on the zeb.market.flash. 

About zeb 

As a leading strategy, management and IT consultancy, zeb has been offering transformation expertise 
along the entire value chain in the financial services sector in Europe since 1992. We have five offices in 
Germany – Frankfurt, Berlin, Hamburg, Munich and Münster (HQ) – as well as 11 international locations. 
Our clients include European large-cap and private banks, regional banks, insurers as well as all kinds of 
financial intermediaries. Several times already, our company has been classed and acknowledged as “best 
consultancy” for the financial sector in industry rankings. 

For more information visit www.zeb-consulting.com 
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